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I slipped down the stairs Stumbled over your fragile ego I slipped down the hallway Right into the net you had woven and you never said that you meant to save someone just like me And you never told me you wanted to love someone Just like me You locked all the doors You felt it was safer in the way you put up a wall and now the
whole world is caving in and you never said that you meant to save someone Just like me And you never told me that you wanted to love someone just like meYou swallow your pride as you left Count stars to name your lies You let the rain push you away And now your drowning in the waves And you never said that you meant to save
someone just like me and you never told me that you wanted to love someone just like me and you never told you me that you meant to save someone just like me and you never told me that you wanted to love someone just like me and you never told me that you never told me You wanted to love someone just like someone just like me
Someone just like me Someone just like me I'm looking for someone who fits your face that goes with a simple twist and that has good taste who has a suttle arrogance , who kisses can my me sigh Someone just like you Someone just like you Hes got to have two eyes that tell me that he has lived He must be funny and kind of sensitive A
gentle man with charisma, one kiss can make you die Someone just like you Do you know someone out there for me like you Some warm and tender someone I can surrender me to some baby Someone just like you Someone who knows how to touch me right A man to love me, tonight is night For a strong man A tender man A tender
man Let me love you, if you just let me try that I know I need it and I'll tell you why because I need a man who is all expectation is high For someone just like you Do you know someone out there for me like you Someone out there who is just for me Someone tender to set me free Some baby just like you A man to love me who is not afraid
A man to touch me does not make me wait I need a strong man A tender man A real man's man Baby can I blow your horn (once?) Someone to love me baby Someone baby Someone just like you Speaks: Uhh, I need a man who can handle me and loved ones, it's not always an easy thing to do You see, my attention span can be very
short sometimes So you have to keep it in the mix You know what I mean, you have to rub me the right way Because I draw no strokes sugar , this is lady T.K.O. Hitting hard, talking to you baby But you can call me by my southern name, oh, it's Honey Can you handle it, you can do it what it is now Because I need some excitement I need
a man who can make love to me all night long and still get up and go to work the next day A gentle man , a tender strong man, a real man man I need a man who likes a little adventure from time to time yes Someone who will take me up in a hot air balloon and make frantic love to me Oh, you will kiss me as much as I want to kiss kiss
Danger, I'm going to hyperventilate, let's run the red light Some, Someone just like you So what do you think baby? I mean honestly, you think you might be able to fill the bill Oh, please don't kiss my eyelids like that. Please do not ..... Oh, my neck please don't suck on my earlobes like you're probably r sexy........... Silkk The Shocker
Lyrics Somebody Like Me (feat. Mya) [Silkk] For real, I know that we from different sides and everything and I'm not even gon lying, I'm a crook, but I got a guest guest for you can you see yourself fallin for someone like me what's going on? [Chorus] [Mya] So what you want to do a girl like me, a guy like you what we can do it's what baby
something that we want to I want to I fall for a thug like you [Verse 1] [Silkk] Can you see yourself fallin for someone like me and um actually if you could I got money now you can see yourself if you had to move back up the hood now during sex lay where I have to ask about it's good this rap thing stressful let's go see if we can relax in the
woods when I first met you at the bus stop looking all shy-like tellin your friend how much that you hated my type, but I'm ready to change, I want to put the game on it, put the range on it put powerful things on it sooner or later probably have tattos with my name on it now seems to live quickly live , addicted to cash, 45 on dash and you
know me, if you know me, o.g. I'm down to trade bad I need a more than a friend but not quite a relationship a girl when I come off tour I can't wait to bring not the stupid chick that I probably could holiday with you have to go somewhere you know what boo go on take the six now you have to make a choice either wrong or right you tried
before maybe you just need a thug in your life what's going on [Chorus] [Bridge] [Mya] You keep, hold on askin me if I, say if I want to be with you the tough part is to think that I could fall for some body like you [Verse 2] [Silkk] You advanced, took a couple of chances and shit chances with bricks , couple of chances now you sit in mansion
and shit you did gambled with this thug and won you know what I say it's thug life cock glock, pop glock, drop top and run I can't change I'm to deep in it so let me know if you know if you know that if you know that if you know I can't make any promises but if we do it through boo then the sky is border we on the west of the beach on the
beach, we takin trips to east takin shoppin sprees ' until the fucking close damage our feet got you a five when you like smashed the four don't even ruin it you just put there and scratch the door go out of the house it's more like a fashion show something and all you want you have that you don't even have to ask anymore... imagine that
[Mya] It never really meant too much to me that you were just too fucking ghetto for me all mine think I'm not quite ready for you so now I'm trying to sneak away to be with you [Chorus] [Bridge 2] [Silkk] Every one need a down man [Mya] Every man needs a down chick [Silkk] See your so-called friends [Mya] See them niggas you hang
around with [Silkk] I need someone I can be serious with [Mya] I need someone I can clown with [Silkk] It's thug love and I think I found it [Chorus] [Mya] Will I fall for this thug I'll fall for a thug like you Writer (s): Riley Melvin C, Haynes Ontario Damon, Miller, Vyshon, Rhone John Edward Chris Kläfford Lyrics Something Like Me Frustrated
while I wait for a miracle I know the world is full of different kinds of people I know, I'm strong Walking down the street and I feel so invisible You're talking to me like I'm not yours like I know , I'm strong Feel like I could break out, break out I could use some space now, to exhale the pressure is on me You ask me to be something like me
why you try to paint me as your enemy Feel like I could break out, break out into something just like me calling in the lines, Yes, I'm not so predictable The world is a haystack, and I'm the needle I don't belong why you're trying to make me something so typical There you go again, waiting for the sheep they won't belong feeling like I could
break out, break out I could use some space now, to breathe out the pressure is on me You're asking me to be something like me why you try to paint me like your enemy Feel like I could break out , erupt into something just like me into something just like me Feel like I could break out, break out Feel like I could break out, break out
Pressure is on me You ask me to be something like me why you try to paint me as your enemy Feel like I could break out, break out To something just like me Into something just like me Into something just like me Into something just like me Writer (s): John Humphrey, Isaac Koren, Thorry Koren, Chris Klafford Chris Kläfford debuted
Something Like Me, his original song, on Tuesday night's episode of America's Got Talent (07/16/2019). Simon Cowell admitted to the singer, the song actually enabled us to learn more about you and who you are. It wasn't a risk - a risk wouldn't have done that. You've made our job a little harder now because it was so good. Brad Paisley
guest-starred in America's Got Talent's episode on June 16, 2013. He praised Chris Kläfford's performance by saying: It's really inspiring to hear you sing. [...] You're something else. $25.42 $25.42 $30.00 $30.00 4.5 out of 5 stars 10.121 Visit the help section or contact us $30.0012.82 $12.82 $18.95 $18.95 Visit the help section or contact
us © 1996-2015, Amazon.com, In 1999, it or its affiliates Image was not available forColor: Picture not available forColour: Order Arctic Hat™ Now! Arctic Hat™ is the new hat that combines controlled evaporative cooling and UV protection against the sun's visible and invisible rays. Arctic Hat's™ evaporating cooling the lining retains cold
water and evaporates slowly to keep the head up 20°F cooler. Just wet the inner lining and put on your hat! Get instant relief from the heat and stay cool for hours. Arctic Hat™ also has a built-in brilliant barrier to deflect and block 99% of the sun's harmful UV rays and reflects 80% of the sun's heat. Arctic Hat™ is made from a durable,
breathable and lightweight construction. The same technology is used by professional athletes, the U.S. military and emergency services. Best of all, Arctic Hat™ adjustable, so one size fits the most! Perfect for the whole family! Book Arctic Hat™ now! Stay cool, comfortable and protected with ™ at Beach Camping in the pool
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